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First question
How we measure the success of all our SEO efforts?



we take  
every decision

based on data



Measurement Data

Performance of Website 

Performance of the Keywords
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data that will be used as a success measurement



Website
measuring website performance



Performance of Website

To measure performance of the website, use these tools 

Google Analytics 

moz.com
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http://moz.com




Google Analytics

It helps analyze visitor traffic, showing website audience 

GA also helps track searcher’s routes until they reach the 
website (also their devices) 

It also has In-Page Analytics feature to visualize how 
searchers interact with pages in the website

why google analytics?
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Google Analytics

To measure web performances, we need at least these 
datas from GA 

Monthly Traffic 

Organic Traffic 

Organic Keywords 

Top Landing Pages

some analytics data



Google Analytics
daily traffic



Google Analytics

Sessions represent the number of individual sessions 
initiated by all the users to the website within a certain time 
range 

Users metric shows how many users viewed/interacted the 
content, any future interaction from the same user during 
the selected time period are counted as additional sessions, 
not users 

Pageview is defined as a view of a page on your site that is 
being tracked by the Analytics tracking code; any additional 
page view considered as an additional pageview

sessions vs. users vs. pageviews



Google Analytics

Average session duration is total duration of all sessions 
(in seconds) / number of sessions 

Bounce Rate is the percentage of single-page sessions (i.e. 
sessions in which the person left your site from the 
entrance page without interacting with the page) 

New Visitor is visitor who did not have Google Analytics 
cookies when they hit the first page in this visit 

Returning Visitor is visitor with existing Google Analytics 
cookies from a previous visit

avg. session duration, bounce rate,  
new vs. returning visitors



GA Overview

Step 1: Date Range 

Step 2: Compare sessions vs users vs pageviews 

Step 3: Avg session duration, pages/session, bounce rate 

Step 4: New vs. returning visitor

study case 20 - Audience > Overview



Google Analytics
organic search traffic - # of sessions



Google Analytics
Organic Keywords



Google Analytics
Top Landing Pages



Google Analytics

Impression is counted each time your website link is shown 
on a search result page or other site on the Google Network 

Click is counted when user actually visit your website link 
from search result page

impression vs. click



Google Analytics

Avg. Position is a statistic that describes how your ad 
typically ranks against other ads 

Click Through Rate (CTR) is the number of clicks divided by 
the number of times your website is shown (in percentage)

avg. position and CTR



GA SEO Overview

Step 1: Date Range 

Step 2: Impressions vs clicks 

Step 3: Average positions, top queries

study case 21 - Acquisition > Search Engine Optimization > Queries



Google Analytics

Understand the concept of landing page 

From Google Analytics, go to Acquisition > Search Engine 
Optimization > Landing Pages

study case 22



Keywords
analyze the performance of keywords



Performance of Keywords

Use Google Analytics to measure performance of keywords 

Data that would be measured 

# of Ranked Keywords (1) 

# of Ranked Keywords (1.1-3) 

# of Ranked Keywords (3.1-10)
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Keyword Analytics
# of ranked keywords (1)



Keyword Analytics
# of ranked keywords (1.1-3)



Keyword Analytics
# of ranked keywords (3.1-10)



SEO Metrics
data from Google Analytics

Dec 2014 Jan 2015 Feb 2015 Mar 2015 Apr 2015 May 2015

Monthly Traffic 15,895 17,563 17,297 21,156 57,638 63,351

Organic Search Traffic 11,769 13,395 12,145 21,051 45,206 47,596

# of Ranked Keywords 
(1.0) 42 77 75 73 133 157

# of Ranked Keywords 
(1.1-3.0) 352 527 566 710 1,177 1,267

# of Ranked Keywords 
(3.1-10) 208 1,093 1,230 2,057 2,172 2,015

New Students 0 0 48 178 79* 135



Google Analytics

From GA, go to Acquisition > Search Engine Optimization > 
Queries 

Step 1: Date Range 

Step 2: Sort by Average Position, Show Rows: 1000

obtain # of ranked keywords - study case 23




